Integra Best-In-Class Institutional Pharmacy Solutions – The Software Suite That Fits Your Pharmacy

The Integra Suite provides everything our clients need to realize their full potential – allowing them to be more competitive, generate more profits, and most importantly, serve their patients better!

Company Background
In 1997, the initial creators at Integra, who had backgrounds in closed-door pharmacy and acute and long-term care solutions, drew on their collective experiences to develop a product that eliminated the need for paper records in the pharmacy. Then, our industry-leading company expanded by developing an entire suite of solutions to meet and advance the operational and financial goals of our clients.

Product Overview
The Integra Suite is an industry-tested set of institutional pharmacy solutions. Our suite is designed to give you a comprehensive, flexible, compliant, efficient, and intelligent toolbox to meet your specific needs. Match our innovative, interface-friendly suite with our top-notch customer service and you get functional, intuitive software that fits like a glove.

Features & Options

What are the components of the Integra Suite?
We lead the industry with a proven pharmacy management system – PrimeCare® – that is the most comprehensive and interface-friendly institutional software in America. PrimeCare enables you to process orders quickly, efficiently, and safely, streamlining your daily processes. Experience our Pharmacy at a Glance dashboard, versatile dispensing options, and complete financial data management.

Communicate safely and simply with Cloud Fax, Secure Messaging, and WebConnect® (interactive facility portal). WebConnect provides access to pharmacy information at your facilities from the nurses’ station or at the patient’s bedside using any tablet with internet access. We connect you to your patients and vendor partners securely, so you can exchange sensitive information using email, fax, and internet tools that work best for your pharmacy.

DocuTrack® is our industry-standard flexible content management software. Receive, manage, organize, route, retrieve, and track phone, fax, and email documents. Focus your staff’s attention on patient care and processing orders instead of pushing paper. Plus, simplify audits and experience intuitive search functionality.

Take advantage of compliant pharmacy logistics with DeliveryTrack®. Track your prescriptions from input to facility delivery, keeping the chain of custody secure. Now you can take the panic, overtime hours, and financial strain out of the audit process, while maximizing route options and keeping your facility patients informed in real time.

Logix® provides efficient automated solutions that eliminate repetitive manual processes across our software suite, freeing pharmacy staff for more productive output and faster service. Reduce errors and experience consistent, error-free facility communication.

For intelligent analytics, Mevesi® ensures you know your data. Access, filter, and analyze data to improve your customers’ experiences, recognize bottlenecks before they occur, monitor revenue, and predict and stay in front of future needs. Mevesi converts your existing pharmacy management system financials into actionable information you can use to guide business decisions.

Integra is synonymous with world-class support. Our team is always just a phone call away!

Testimonials
“Using Integra’s Suite ensures a seamless flow of pharmacy content and delivery logistics through PrimeCare, DocuTrack, and DeliveryTrack, and provides valuable business analytics with Mevesi. Integra products give us reliable, comprehensive visibility across our entire company.”
— Mark McKee, RPh, Director of Pharmacy, Korman Healthcare

Trade Shows/Meetings Attended
• 2019 NCPS® Annual Convention & Expo, October 26-29, 2019, at the San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA
• 2019 Innovatix + Essensa National Meeting & Expo, October 28-30, 2019, at the Atlanta Hilton, Atlanta, GA
• 2019 ASCP Annual Meeting & Exhibition, November 7-10, 2019, at the Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center, Grapevine, TX